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Abstract—During the past decade, personalized e-learning systems and adaptive educational hypermedia systems have attracted

much attention from researchers in the fields of computer science Aand education. The integration of learning styles into an intelligent

system is a possible solution to the problems of “learning deviation” and “cognitive overload.” In this study, we propose a learning style

prediction method based on a pattern recognition technique. The main contributions of this method are: (1) it is a form of middleware

that can be applied to other intelligent tutoring systems, and (2) it can process topic-dependent data to make predictions and update

learning style profiles in a recursive manner. Experimental evaluations demonstrated the effectiveness of this prediction method.
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1 INTRODUCTION

DURING the past decade, personalized E-learning sys-
tems and adaptive educational hypermedia systems

(AEHSs) have attracted much attention from researchers
in the fields of computer science and education. Many
intelligent learning systems have been proposed and
implemented in the past few years based on research into
human—computer interactions and intelligent systems in
artificial intelligence. Most of these original intelligent sys-
tems have focused on addressing superficial requests by
learners in the same manner as standard intelligent sys-
tems in other application areas. However, these user
request-driven systems cannot perform to the desired level
if they are components of web-based learning procedures.
Educators have investigated this problem and found that
the learning materials recommended by these systems do
not satisfy the requests of learners sufficiently and they
fail to meet the potential needs of learners in some cases.
In particular, problems known as “learning deviation” and
“cognitive overload” [1] are of great importance, and it
has been proposed that most learners are unsure of their
actual needs during the learning process, which may lead
to inaccurate requests. To address these problems, it might
be beneficial if intelligent learning systems were designed
to analyze the actual needs of learners, thereby helping to
improve their learning performance.

Many educational theories suggest that the integration of
learning styles into learning activities may improve learning
performance [2], [3], [4]. Thus, the integration of learning

styles in an intelligent system may be a possible solution to
the “learning deviation” and “cognition overload” prob-
lems. The integration of user profiles with learning style
data could enhance intelligent learning systems by provid-
ing a learner with personalized learning behavior guidance
that is appropriate to their potential needs.

In this study, we propose a learning style prediction
method based on a pattern recognition technique. This
method functions as a form of middleware that can be
applied to other intelligent tutoring systems, while it can
process topic-dependent data to make predictions and
update learning style profiles in a recursive manner. Experi-
mental evaluations demonstrated the effectiveness of our
novel prediction method.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
related research about learning styles and user profiles with
integrated learning styles. Section 3 describes the graphical
user interface of our benchmark prototype system. Section 4
provides formal descriptions of the learning style theories
and Section 5 presents a pattern recognition model for the
dynamic inference of the learning style of a new learner.
The experimental evaluations and analyses are presented in
Section 6. Section 7 gives our conclusions and identifies
some future research areas.

2 RELATED WORK

Various learning style classification methods have been
used to construct user profiles in AEHSs, including
approaches based on the Myers-Briggs [5], Kolb [6], Herr-
mann [7], and Felder-Silverman learning style families
[8]. The adaptive educational system [9] uses the field-
independent/-dependent cognitive style to construct a
learner profile and this allows the learning process to be
adapted to different learners. The INSPIRE system [10]
uses the Honey-Mumford learning style to construct
learner profiles, while the iWeaver system [11] uses the
Dunn-Dunn learning style to facilitate navigation and con-
tent representation. Most other intelligent learning systems
use the Felder-Silverman learning style family to support
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their personalized learning services [12], [13], [14], [15],
[16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [23], [24], [27], [28].

AEHSs usually employ two main methods for deter-
mining learning style preferences [21], i.e., questionnaires
and automatic detection. Compared with questionnaires,
automatic detection can obtain more accurate information
because the data are acquired dynamically in the current
learning environment. Many useful techniques are avail-
able for the automatic detection of learning styles, such as
neural networks [13], Bayesian networks [14], rule-based
reasoning [15], [27], classifiers [28], and data mining [16].
These techniques abstract the typical learning behaviors
from human-computer interaction processes, which can
represent the characteristics of different learning style
preferences. The browser plug-in tool iLesson [22] uses
the data mining agent “PolyAnalyst” to monitor learning
behaviors. The data collected by the agent are used to
infer the learning style preferences, which are categorized
into iLesson groups based on different learning style clus-
ters. The Protus system [16] uses the sequential pattern
mining algorithm “AprioriAll” to predict learning styles
by grouping learning behaviors into 16 different clusters
based on combinations of four Felder-Silverman learning
style dimensions. Garcia et al. [14] proposed the use of
Bayesian networks to predict learning style preferences
by constructing conditional probability tables for the
learning behaviors and different learning style dimen-
sions. Zatarain-Cabada et al. [13] used neural networks to
predict learning style preferences by training a seven-
neuron network using sample questionnaire data
obtained from learners and their specific learning behav-
iors. AHA! is a well-known adaptive hypermedia system
that contains several authoring tools [25], [26] and Stash
[23] exploited the arbitrary relationships available in this
system to predict learning styles.

Unfortunately, most of the user profiles generated by
these methods are highly dependent on the tutoring sys-
tems. Thus, few of these methods can be reused in other
learning systems without the technical support of the
original platforms. Stash extended AHA! by using an
adaptive engine to apply adaptation strategies that corre-
spond to the learning styles of a chosen domain model,
which makes AHA! more intelligent when evaluating
learners [23]. They also proposed an XML-based language
called LAG-XLS to design learning style strategies [24].
User model updating and adaptation are implemented
using this rule-based engine. The major advantage of this
approach is that it separates the learning style

instructional strategies from the tutoring system. Thus,
various predesigned instructional patterns for different
learning style preferences can be controlled completely
by the authors instead of the system developers. Ozpolat
and Akar [28] developed a generic prediction module
that categorizes learning style preferences based on
NBTree classification combined with a binary relevance
classifier. The module used to predict learning styles is
totally independent of the tutoring system and the learn-
ing content. However, the main drawback of the predic-
tion module is that it places additional burdens on
learners, such as asking them to complete the prediction
procedure before learning. Latham et al. proposed a con-
versational intelligent tutoring system for predicting
learning styles based on natural language interactions
with the system [27]. However, the most important factor
that determines the efficiency and effectiveness of this
method is the performance of natural language process-
ing, which is still one of the most time-consuming
research problems in computer science.

3 INTRODUCTION TO THE BENCHMARK PROTOTYPE

SYSTEM

This prediction mechanism is middleware but it still
needs a benchmark to indicate its functionality and effec-
tiveness. In this section, we introduce the benchmark sys-
tem, which is a prototype system called “Programming in
Java” (PIJ). The main function of PIJ is to collect data on
learning behaviors using log files. To improve the compu-
tational efficiency and to decrease the complexity, the
organization of learning objects (LOs) in PIJ follows three
distinct rules.

1) The overall content comprises a series of topics in a
given order, which is consistent with their prior/
subsequent constraints.

2) Each topic must contain a sufficient number of LOs
to provide the various types of LOs demanded by
learners.

3) The construction of the LOs within a single topic fol-
lows the star topology.

Fig. 1 illustrates the star topology for a topic and
Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5 show the PIJ interfaces. Fig. 2 shows the
main PIJ interface where topics are listed. Fig. 3 illustrates

Fig. 1. Star topology for a learning topic.

Fig. 2. Main Programming in Java interface.
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the portal page of the topic “Introduction & Java
Platform.” Fig. 4 illustrates the content layout of the LO
“Theory” about the current topic. The content is provided
in a linear order and “Go to Portal” buttons are scattered
in the middle of the paragraphs, which allows some learn-
ers to learn in jumps. Fig. 5 shows the exercise interface
for the same topic. Learners provide their self-evaluations
by submitting their exercise attachments. Regardless of
the results, the learners have completed this phase of the
learning task if they submit their exercise attachments.
The learning path is defined as closed if and only if the
learner submits their exercise attachment and clicks
the “Submit” button. Each learning path used to construct
the learning information pattern must be a closed path
within the same topic.

The PIJ system is used as a benchmark to indicate the
functionality and usability of the learning style prediction
mechanism. If the intelligent learning system is different
from the PIJ, the data collected by the original tutoring sys-
tem are transformed into formal descriptions using the
method introduced in the next section.

4 FORMAL DESCRIPTION OF THE UNDERLYING

LEARNING STYLE THEORIES

In this section, we explain the underlying learning style the-
ories and transform them into formal descriptions.

4.1 Formal Descriptions of the Psychological
Foundations of Felder & Silverman Learning
Styles

The learning style used is that proposed by Felder &
Silverman for engineering students, which distinguishes
between learning preferences based on the following five
dimensions.

� The way learners perceive information: sensing or
intuitive.

� The way learners acquire information: visual or
verbal.

� The way learners organize information: inductive or
deductive.

� The way learners process information: active or
reflective.

� The way learners understand information: sequen-
tial or global.

Further details of these five learning style preference cat-
egories are provided in Table 1. One of the premises of this
study is that the same preference-biased learners would
have similar behavioral tendencies in the same environmen-
tal conditions. According to study [8], if a learner prefers a
certain learning style, they will exhibit a specific learning
behavior, whereas the reverse may not be the case, e.g., if a
learner prefers practical exercises, they cannot be classified
as an active user because we do not know whether other
behaviors might affect their identification as an active or
reflective user. Thus, the learning style preference is a suffi-
cient condition for the corresponding learning behaviors,
whereas the reverse may not be the case. Therefore, sensi-
tive words are used as indicators to capture learning infor-
mation rather than as the basis for inferring learning style
preferences. Sensitive words selected from literacy expres-
sions are transformed into formal descriptions, where the
methods used to select the sensitive words were reported
by [14], [16], [23], [27] and [28]. In addition to sensitive
words, other LO options are included in the PIJ to make the
learning information vector more effective.

We synthesized the most commonly used and readily
monitored behaviors from previous studies [14], [16], [23],
[27] and [28], i.e., tools for monitoring interpersonal com-
munication were reported by [14], [16], [27] and [28], and
quizzes/exercises/questions for monitoring behaviors were
reported by [14], [16] and [27]. However, the types of behav-
ior that are most useful for recognizing learning style prefer-
ences are unknown. Therefore, we selected the most

Fig. 4. Content layout of the learning object “Theory,” which is related to
the current topic.

Fig. 5. Exercise interface for the topic “Introduction & Java Platform.”

Fig. 3. Portal page for the topic “Introduction & Java Platform.”
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commonly and readily monitored behaviors to construct the
behavior information vector. Whether a learner conducted
sequential learning was monitored by [14], [16] and [28]. By
contrast, [14] and [28] monitored the learning sequence, and
[16] monitored the extra hyperlinks visited by users. In our
method, we use the learning sequence to identify whether a
user conducts sequential learning, but we also monitor any
extra hyperlinks visited by users as supplementary informa-
tion. Both types of information are considered when con-
structing a learning information vector. Thus, the learning
information vector may be more meaningful compared
with a specific learning behavior. Of course, other learning
behaviors can also be considered, such as the mouse click
time or the time spent staring at the screen. The prediction
results will be more accurate if more meaningful subtle
learning behaviors are considered. However, given the
computational performance of this method, dimensionality
reduction is necessary for the learning behavior vector.

Eight abstract labels are used to identify the different
kinds of LOs that cover the sensitive words extracted from
the Felder & Silverman learning style model. The necessary
constraints of the LOs are also listed in Table 2. PIJ should
conform to these constraints.

4.2 Propositions and Prerequisites for the
Establishment of Learning Information

We connect the detailed behaviors with the learning infor-
mation in a logical and quantitative manner. Five variables
are used as prerequisites to describe and quantify the
detailed behaviors. The specific descriptions of these varia-
bles are provided in Table 3. The propositions and prerequi-
sites used to establish the learning information based on
these five variables are described in Table 4. A set contain-
ing a subject’s learning-related information could be used
as a substitute if we need to construct a learning path. If a

TABLE 1
Sensitive Words Extracted from Literacy Expressions

TABLE 2
Full Types of the Necessary Learning Objects and Their Constraints

TABLE 3
Variables Used as Prerequisites
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learner has visited more than two LOs with the label
“example,” the learner’s “learn from example” proposition
is true. By contrast, if a learner did not visit any LOs labeled
as “example” or they visited only one LO labeled as
“example,” the learner’s “learn from example” proposition
is false. After a learner completes a learning topic, a set con-
taining their learning information is constructed from their
original log file.

5 DYNAMIC PREDICTION OF LEARNING STYLES BY

RECOGNIZING INFORMATION PATTERNS

In this section, we propose amechanism for predicting learn-
ing styles based on recognizing the information patterns of
subjects. The architecture of the prediction model is shown
in Fig. 6. Initially, sample learners are required to complete
two components: the index of learning style (ILS) question-
naire and the PIJ benchmark. The results obtained from these
users are employed as labeled samples to implement the
supervised training procedure. The learning information
obtained from these users ismapped onto their learning style
preferences usingmutual similarity pattern recognition.

5.1 Construction of Patterns

Three steps are involved in this process. First, the pretested
learning style preference patterns of the sample learners are
used to construct a multidimensional space. Second, their
mutual similarity patterns are constructed based on their
learning information related to the same learning topic. The
final step compares the mutual similarity pattern with the

pretested learning style patterns to identify the key learning
style dimension.

5.1.1 Constructing the Learning Style Preference

Patterns

Suppose we have already collected the normalized learn-
ing style preference data for a sample of n students using
the ILS instrument (normalization is a technique that
standardizes a range of values within specific limits to
ensure the accuracy of subsequent analyses). The learning
style preference similarity with respect to dimension t for
any two sample students can be computed using their pre-
tested data pti and ptj:

at
ij ¼

e� e

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jpt
i
�pt

j
j

p
e� 1

: (1)

In Formula (1), pti 2 ½0; 1� represents the quantified learn-

ing preference value on dimension t for the sample student

i. In Formulae (1), e is a mathematical constant that is

approximately equal to 2.71. Formula (1) is also called a

“squashing function” because at
ij approaches 1 if the sample

learners i and j have more similar learning style preferences

with respect to dimension k. Otherwise, at
ij equals 0 if their

preferences are totally opposite. Thus, if the sample learner

i is an extremely sequential learner and sample learner j is

an extremely global learner, such that p
sequential=global
i ¼ 0,

p
sequential=glabal
j ¼ 1, and a

sequential=glabal
ij ¼ 0, learner i and

learner j share nothing in common with respect to learning

style dimension t. By contrast, if i and j are both extremely

sequential learners, their learning style similarity level will

have a high value, such as p
sequential=glabal
i ¼ p

sequential=glabal
j ¼ 0

and a
sequential=glabal
ij ¼ 1. The similarity values between sam-

ple learners can be stored in an n� n matrix Mt, where Mt

is obviously a symmetric matrix.

5.1.2 Constructing the Mutual Similarity Patterns

First, we need to construct the learning behavior similar-
ity relationships between the sample learners based on
their learning information related to the same topic. A
vector ½Bi

1; B
i
2; . . . ; B

i
K � is used to describe the learning

information of sample learner Ai with respect to a topic.
K is the dimensionality of the vector and an element Bi

j

TABLE 4
Propositions and the Prerequisites for the Establishment of Learning Information

Fig. 6. Architecture of the prediction model.
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represents a learning behavior described in Table 4. The
learning behavior similarity relationship among any sam-
ple learners Ai and Aj can be computed using Formulae
(2) and (3), as follows:

DðAi; AjÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
l�K

ðBi
l �Bj

l Þ2
s

; (2)

dðAi; AjÞ ¼ ðe
ffiffiffiffi
K

p
� eDðAi;AjÞÞ�ðe ffiffiffiffiKp

� 1Þ: (3)

Formula (2) is the formulation used to compute the
euclidean distance, which is one of the most commonly
used techniques for comparing the similarity of two vec-
tors in a multidimensional space. Formula (3) is used to
normalize the euclidean distance in area [0, 1], so d
approaches 1 if the learning information of the two learn-
ers is more similar. In the opposite case, d is approxi-
mately equal to 0. This normalization formula is the same
as that used to normalize the similarity relationship
between the pretested learning style data for the sample
learners. For instance, we consider the learning informa-
tion for four hypothetical learners and their learning style
preferences with respect to the different dimensions of a
specific topic, “Introduction & Java Platform,” where the
hypothetical data are listed in Table 5.

The current learning information patterns of the four
hypothetical sample learners can be depicted as a 4� 4
matrix M, where each entry mij in matrix M is the
normalized euclidean distance dðAi; AjÞ between two sam-
ple students i and j, e.g., m1;2 ¼ dðA;BÞ ¼ ðe

ffiffi
8

p
� e

ffiffi
6

p
Þ=

ðe
ffiffi
8

p
� 1Þ ¼ 0:33.

5.2 Identifying the Key Learning Style Dimension
Based on Pattern Recognition

The method described here can be viewed as a form of
“problem transformation method” for multilabel classifica-
tion, where the objective is to identify the learning style pref-
erences based on the current learning topics. Another
assumption of the present study is that most learners only
favor a specific learning style in one dimension, whereas
their preferences are ambiguous or unknown in other
dimensions of a specific learning environment [22]. For
example, if learners take a course such as “graph theory,”
even a naturally strong verbally biased learner might not
exhibit his/her learning preference. Thus, the aim of identi-
fying the key learning style dimension is to transform this
multilabel classification problem into a single-label classifi-
cation problem. The advantage of this approach is that it can

allow several different learning style families to be used
together because their mutual similarity-based learning style
preference patterns are independent of each other.

Suppose that there are t dimensions in the learning styles
of the Felder & Silverman model, the target function fðXÞ
used for pattern recognition is set as

minfðXÞ;
X
i�t

x2
i ¼ 1

fðXÞ ¼ var M;
X
i�t

xi �Mt

 !

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
i�n

X
j�n

mij �
X
h�t

xh � at
ij

 !2
vuut X

i�t

x2
i ¼ 1:

(4)

In Formula (4), X is a vector, X ¼ ðx1; x2; . . . ; xtÞ, and t is
the dimensionality of the learning styles. Formula (4) is
used to identify the key learning style similarity matrix that
represents the current collective learning behaviors. We
construct the goal function as a nonlinear programming
problem [29], which allows us to determine a possible solu-
tion by minimizing the differences of the matrices.P

i�t x
2
i ¼ 1 is a constrained condition used to normalize the

vector (to ensure that 8xi 2 ½0; 1�). Since the matrices M and
Mi are symmetric, the function varðÞ can be transformed
further to compute the euclidean distance between two
nðn�1Þ

2 -dimensional vectors, as shown in Formula (4). In the
optimal situation, we have

M ¼
X
i�t

xi �Mi: (5)

If Formula (5) has a solution, it must be the only solution.
Otherwise, we need to use a heuristic search algorithm to
find the approximate optimal solutions. We use the simu-
lated annealing (SA) algorithm to find the approximate opti-
mal solutions for the goal function because this algorithm
can always converge with a probability of 1. The conver-
gence time is satisfied because the solution space of this
problem is relatively small compared with other problems.
In the SA algorithm, fðXÞ is referred to as the evaluation
function. If the new solution is not better than the original
one, the new solution will be accepted with a probability of
e�df=T . The detailed process of the SA algorithm is described
in the Appendix, which can be found on the Computer Soci-
ety Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/
10.1109/TLT.2014.2307858.

TABLE 5
Hypothetical Data
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5.3 Predicting Learning Style Preferences

After identifying the key learning style dimension, where
the learning information of the subject has the highest pro-
jected value in the multidimensional space, the learning
style dimension k should be used as a scale tool to cluster
the new learners according to their learning behaviors. This
clustering process is simple compared with the clustering
processes used in previous studies because the multilabel
classification problem has been transformed into a single-
label classification problem.

The first algorithm is called the Initialization Cluster Core
Construction Algorithm, which is a variation on the 2-means
clustering algorithm. This algorithm produces nodes that
represent the original sample learners who had extreme
learning style preferences with respect to dimension k,
which are used as the initial core sets for the different clus-
ters. The pseudo-code of the algorithm is shown in Table 6.

In Table 6, the set Pc and Nc contains the core nodes for
dimension k, which will change constantly as more testers
are integrated into the learning process. We apply polariza-
tion processing to the learning style preference to satisfy the
requirements of the computational model. Thus, if a learner
is an active learner, they would be defined as positive in the
“active/reflective” dimension. By contrast, if a learner is
negative with respect to the same dimension, they would be
defined as a reflective learner. The parameters dn and dp are
used to calculate the different distances from the current
node to the negative cluster and positive cluster, using For-
mulae (2) and (3). For the nodes that are already in the posi-
tive cluster, if dn > dp, the node is removed from its
original cluster because it is closer to the negative cluster
than the positive cluster, and vice versa.

After updating the core sets of the clusters that represent
the cognitive preference center with respect to learning style
dimension k, the new users are clustered according to their

similarity with the nodes in the core sets. The second algo-
rithm, i.e., “Clustering Algorithm” (Table 7), classifies the
new nodes into three different clusters. “Positive” is defined
as learners with preferences on the following poles: active,
sensing, global, and visual. “Negative” is defined as learn-
ers with opposite learning preferences: reflective, intuitive,
sequential, and verbal. “Unknown” is defined as learners
with no obvious tendencies with respect to the learning
style dimension k.

Now, we can infer the learning style preference of a new
subject with respect to dimension k based on the following
rule.

If l 2 P , then l is k “positive” learner.
Else if l 2 N , then l is k “negative” learner.
Else l is a neutral or “unknown” learner with respect

to dimension k.

5.4 Dynamic Changes in the Learning Information
Patterns

When new testers are added to the prediction method, they
are treated as new reliable training data that replace the
most similar original samples with respect to the specific
learning style dimension. The clustering procedure that
considers newly added examples is actually a 2-means clus-
tering procedure (which corresponds to steps 2-5 in Table 6).
The recomputation of the centers of the clusters in dimen-
sion k means that the typical learning information pattern
associated with this type of learning style preference is
updated gradually. Finally, the learning information pat-
terns will converge on a stable state when sufficient homo-
geneous testers have been integrated in the learning
process. During the dynamic pattern recognition process,
the samples used to predict learning style preferences
should be updated by adding new testers, or modified if the
learning circumstances change, such as lesson replacement
(e.g., changing an experimental-based lesson into a pure
theory-based lesson, or changing a language lesson into a
political lesson) or a change in a student’s cognitive level.

For example, the original samples A, B, and C have the
same learning information pattern with respect to a specific
topic (e.g., < 00000011> ) so their mutual relationship value
is 1, and they are all core nodes in the positive cluster of the
“active/reflective” dimension after initialization. When a
new learner E is added to the process, who has a similar
learning information pattern (e.g., < 00000111> ) to the

TABLE 6
Initialization Cluster Core Construction Algorithm

TABLE 7
Clustering Algorithm
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original samples A, B, and C, E is classified as an active-
biased learner. E is then treated as new training data that
randomly replaces one of the most similar original samples
in the “active/reflective” dimension. If we suppose that E
replaces A, the mutual similarity relationship may be
changed to 0.89, 0.89, 1. After comparing the new similarity
relationship with the old one, it is clear that they have the
same nature. Suppose that another two new learners F and
G are added to the prediction process, which have the same
learning information patterns as E (<00000111> ), and that
they replace the original samples B and C. The new instan-
ces E, F, and G construct exactly the same collective learning

information similarity pattern as the original three samples
but the learning information pattern of the active learner is
amended from <00000011> to <00000111> .

6 EXPERIMENTS AND RELATED ANALYSIS

6.1 Pattern Recognition Experiments

PIJ is a typical programming lesson in computer science, so
it was used as a prototype benchmark to collect the learning
behaviors of a sample of students. PIJ is used as an example
of topic formation in Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5. The learning behav-
ior of each student sample is transformed into a learning
information vector using the reasoning rules described in
Table 4. Table 8 shows a partial learning record within a
topic for a specific subject.

As mentioned earlier, the learning information pattern
evolves dynamically in different learning contents. Thus,
learning information pattern recognition should be proc-
essed recursively for different learning topics to obtain a
more accurate learning style prediction result.

We used the ILS to survey 50 sample students who were
majoring in computer science. These were second year stu-
dents from three different schools: Sichuan Normal Univer-
sity, Southwest University, and Chongqing University of
Posts and Telecommunications. The students helped us to
construct their learning style preference patterns and learn-
ing information patterns. The pretested learning style pref-
erences of the sample learners conformed to four different

TABLE 8
Partial Record of a Closed Learning Path in the Topic

“Introduction & Java Platform”

Fig. 7. Distributions with respect to different learning style dimensions.
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distributions based on the normalized ILS results, as shown
in Fig. 7. The ILS results were transformed into normalized
decimals between 0 and 1. We mapped the positive learning
style preference scores (the scores on the active/sensing/
global/visual scale were 5-11) onto the area [0.7-1], the neg-
ative learning style preference scores (the scores on the
reflective/intuitive/sequential/verbal scale were 5-11)
were mapped onto the area [0-0.3], and the balanced scores
were mapped onto the area [0.4-0.6].

The similarity matrices of the students with respect to
different learning style dimensions are shown in Fig. 8.
Figs. 8 and 9 show graphical representations of the matrices,
which demonstrate the effectiveness of our pattern recogni-
tion process. As each element mij in a matrix approaches 1,
the corresponding spot in position ði; jÞ is lighter. By
contrast, if mij approaches 0, the corresponding spot is
darker. Thus, the darkest spots in the figures represent 0
and the lightest spots represent 1. In Fig. 8, matrix M1 repre-
sents the similarity relationship between sample learners
with respect to the “sequential/global” dimension, matrix
M2 represents the similarity relationship with respect to the
“sensor/intuitive” dimension, matrix M3 represents the

similarity relationship with respect to the “active/
reflective” dimension, matrix M4 represents the similarity
relationship with respect to the “visual/verbal” dimension,
and the last matrix M (Fig. 9) represents the learning infor-
mation similarity relationships of the sample learners for

Fig. 8. Similarity relationships among different learning style dimensions.

Fig. 9. M (learning behaviors of the sample learners).
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the topic “Introduction & Java Platform.” Fig. 8 shows that
the multidimensional space comprised four different types
of mutual similarity relationships that corresponded to the
learning style dimensions of the sample learners. The multi-
dimensional space can be expanded by adding new types of
mutual similarity relationships with respect to the new
learning style dimensions, even if these learning style
dimensions come from different learning style families. The
sample learning style preference patterns were generated
using Formula (1). The learning information patterns of the
sample learners were generated using Formulae (2) and (3)
and are shown in Fig. 9.

In this experiment, the solution was X¼ [0, 0, 1, 0], which
means that the highest projected value (approximately
equal to 1) of the mutual similarity of the learning behaviors
of the sample learners was in the “active/reflective” dimen-
sion. This solution was computed using the SA algorithm.
The SA algorithm converged within 0.5 s, which is an ade-
quate level of performance for a web-based tutoring system.
To achieve this satisfactory computing performance, the
original temperature in the SA algorithm was set to 5,000
degrees, the minimum temperature was 0 degrees, and the
attenuation coefficient was 0.05. The maximum number of
consecutive bad solutions rejected was 500. This pattern rec-
ognition performance is acceptable compared with other
techniques, such as sequential pattern mining and Bayesian
network training. After the SA algorithm completed the pat-
tern recognition process, matrix M3 was distinguished from
the candidate learning style preference patterns: M1, M2,
M3, and M4. Compared with the other three patterns, M3
was the most similar to M. The results of this experiment
facilitate two meaningful conclusions, as follows.

(1) The learning behaviors of sample learners can be used
as a basis for making comparisons to predict the learning
styles of new learners with respect to the dimension
“active/reflective.” Thus, the current learning behaviors of
sample learners cannot be used to predict the learning styles
with respect to other dimensions because they do not reflect
the preferences for alternative learning style dimensions.

(2) The unobserved dimensions of learning styles can
also be recognized based on their learning behaviors in the
context of appropriate learning topics.

The conclusions of this experiment are very useful for
predicting the learning styles of new learners. Conclusion
(1) indicates that the prediction of a learning style is more
accurate for a specific topic, while Conclusion (2) solves the
problem of predicting the unobserved dimensions of the

learning style. In this experiment, the learning information
related to sample learners, which was transformed from
their learning behaviors, was constructed based on their
current learning topics. After identifying the learning style
dimension in multidimensional space, this learning infor-
mation can be used to predict the learning styles of new stu-
dents. Thus, we can cluster the new students by comparing
their learning information with that of sample learners in
the context of the same learning topic. The new learners
should have the same learning background as the samples
(e.g., in our experiment, the sample learners and new learn-
ers were second year students who were majoring in com-
puter science). If the backgrounds of the learners change,
new samples need to be collected to construct new learning
style patterns and learning information patterns.

6.2 Clustering Experiments with New Learners

We classified the new learners into their corresponding clus-
ters. First, we built the initial cores of the clusters using the
Initialization Cluster Core Construction Algorithm. Seven
sample learners were selected automatically to form the
cores of the clusters, who were scattered in different posi-
tions, as shown in Fig. 10. The x-axis in Fig. 10 represents the
normalized learning style preference scores with respect to
the “active/reflective” dimension and the y-axis is the nor-
malized euclidean distance of the learning information vec-
tors for the sample learners. Clearly, the initial core nodes of
the “active” cluster are distributed in the upper right
whereas the core nodes of the “reflective” cluster are distrib-
uted in the bottom left. Only one node did not belong to the
“active” cluster or the “reflective” cluster, which we labeled
as an unreliable sample node and it was deleted from the set.

Thirty additional test students were invited to participate
in this experiment to verify the efficiency of the learning
style prediction method. As mentioned above, these learn-
ers had the same learning background as our original sam-
ples. Thus, they could be treated as reliable sample data for
clustering the new learners. Fig. 11 shows the clustering
results obtained for these 30 students in the context of the
topic “Introduction & Java Platform.” In Fig. 11, the x-axis
represents the normalized learning preference scores of the
test students, which were obtained using a questionnaire,
and the y-axis is the normalized euclidean distance of the
testers’ learning information vectors. These 30 volunteers

Fig. 10. Initial cores of the clusters.

Fig. 11. Clustering of learners in the “Active/reflective” dimension.
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were asked to complete the questionnaire carefully and the
learning style preference scores for the “active/reflective”
dimension were used to verify whether they were clustered
into the appropriate corresponding clusters. The spots dis-
tributed in the top right and circled by a dashed black line
represent the test students who were clustered in the
“active” cluster and who had normalized learning style
scores of greater than 0.6 (> 0.6).

The spots distributed in the bottom left and circled by a
dashed black line represent the test students who were clus-
tered in the “reflective” cluster and who had normalized
learning style scores of less than 0.5 (< 0.5). Their learning
behaviors were consistent with their pretested learning style
preferences with respect to the “active/reflective” dimen-
sion. The training data update process had not commenced
at this stage of the experiment because the students were
highly likely to behave in an unpredictable and random
manner during the first topic learning period.

It is interesting that few of the test students were classi-
fied as ambiguous or unknown in this experiment. The
spots circled by solid red lines indicate unknown classifica-
tions because the learning behaviors of these subjects dif-
fered from their pretested learning style preference results.
The spots circled by solid blue lines indicate neutral or
ambiguous learners because their learning behaviors were
consistent with their neutral pretested learning style prefer-
ence with respect to the “active/reflective” dimension.
More than four ambiguous or unknown test students are
overlapping and indistinguishable in Fig. 11. These results
show that the highest projected values of the learning
behaviors of sample learners were found in only one dimen-
sion of multidimensional space in the context of the current
learning topic. Thus, the pattern recognition process can be
applied iteratively to other topics to identify the dominant
learning style dimension, thereby generating more accurate
data to complement the learning style profiles of students.

After six runs of learning pattern recognition, the learning
style predictions of the overall learning procedure for the PIJ
lesson are shown in Table 9. We updated the learning infor-
mation patterns and recomputed the centers of the corre-
sponding clusters in topic runs 4, 5, and 6, after 5-10 testers
were integrated in the prediction process each time. There
were no distortions in the collective learning information
patterns or in the gradual convergence of the learning infor-
mation patterns in our experiment. Most of the newly added
test students had slight random variations in their behaviors
compared with the original test subjects, which caused
minor movements in the centers of the corresponding clus-
ters. However, therewere no obvious changes in the learning

information patterns in our practical experiments. In Table 9,
“unknown learners” indicate test students with learning
behaviors that differed from their pretested learning style
preference results, while “ambiguous learners” indicate
those with ambiguous pretested learning style preferences
where their actual learning behaviors supported the results.

6.3 Prediction Accuracy and Related Discussion

Table 9 shows that over 30 percent of the test students who
participated in the first two runs of the experiment were
classified as unknown or ambiguous because the learning
information of the sample learners was inaccurate in the ini-
tial stage. The learning processes of the sample learners and
test learners changed rapidly, where they reduced the num-
ber of unnecessary browsing links, avoided inherent bias
errors, etc. The learning behaviors of the sample and test
learners gradually appeared more ordered as they learned
topics in the same nature. This is the main reason why the
prediction process converged rapidly in topic runs 5 and 6.
The rapid convergence in topic run 4 may be attributable to
the amendment of the learning information pattern associ-
ated with the “visual/verbal” learning style dimension,
where eight samples were replaced three times. Table 10
illustrates the reliability of the predicted results by present-
ing the 95 percent confidence intervals for the final pre-
dicted results and the confidence levels associated with a
sampling error of 10 percent.

The predictions and accuracy of our method were com-
pared with those of other studies [16], [27], [28]. Unfortu-
nately, only limited reference values were available for
comparison with the results obtained in the present study
because of differences in the experimental environments
and data sets used. Compared with a previous study by
[16], however, our method obtained more accurate predic-
tions. Klasnja-Milicevic et al. used the “mean absolute error
(MAE)” to evaluate the accuracy of prediction. If we define
inaccurate results as clusters where the MAE values
exceeded 0.4 (mean value of jpi� pjj > 0:4), only topics 1
and 4 obtained relatively accurate results. In these topics, 75
percent of the learning styles were predicted accurately,
whereas the other topics only had 40-70 percent accuracy.
The average accuracy in the previous experiment was about
65 percent. In our study, the worst prediction accuracy was
63 percent for Topic 2, whereas the best prediction accuracy
was 85 percent for Topic 4. The average accuracy of the pre-
dictions in our study was about 75 percent.

Another study [28] used 30 graduates in an experi-
ment with 10 sample students. They achieved accuracies
of 73.3 percent for the “sensitive/intuitive” dimension,
73.3 percent for the “global/sequential” dimension,

TABLE 9
Changes in the Learning Style Predictions

Throughout the Process

TABLE 10
Reliability of the Predicted Results
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70 percent for the “active/reflective” dimension, and
53.3 percent for the “visual/verbal” dimension. The
overall average accuracy for these dimensions was about
70 percent.

In another study [27], 75 learners participated in a
learning style prediction experiment and the researchers
achieved a higher prediction accuracy than other studies.
Their experimental results showed that the prediction
accuracies for each dimension were: sensing = 70%, intu-
itive ¼ 80%, active ¼ 100%, reflective ¼ 73%, sequential
¼ 82%, global = 61%, visual ¼ 68%, and verbal ¼ 71%.
The average overall accuracy for these dimensions was
75 percent, which matched our average accuracy. Thus,
the method proposed in the present study delivers a rel-
atively high prediction accuracy compared with previous
methods.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, we developed a learning style prediction
method based on a pattern recognition technique. The pre-
diction process is divided into two steps. The first step iden-
tifies the key learning style dimension, which is used to
transform a multilabel classification problem into a single-
label classification problem. The second step uses the con-
tinuously updated learning information to classify the new
learners into three clusters based on the selected learning
style dimension.

The concepts and methodology used in the development
of the mathematical model can also be applied to other
learning style approaches and other intelligent learning sys-
tems after some modifications. Our method predicts learn-
ing styles by observing critical learning behaviors and the
prediction accuracy of this approach is higher than that of
some previous studies.

To facilitate the widespread use of this learning style pre-
diction method, we plan to encapsulate the main compo-
nents into open-source web services, which can be invoked
by any intelligent learning system. The organization of the
learning resources will also be wrapped in a standard man-
ner that complies with open standards, such as IEEE LOM.

In future research, we aim to use deep neural networks to
construct an autoencoder/decoder to filter the feature learn-
ing information from over 1,000 records to improve the effi-
ciency when recognizing the information patterns.
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